Task Response

The charts describe the number of deaths that have occurred due to air pollution in different countries
in the year 2015.

Overall,India is more in number around millions of people effected due to dust and construction and
least effected country is Brazil.

The air pollution is mainly due to dust and construction around 45%,waste burning has polluted 17%
when compare to transport which is greater than 3%(14%).However, diesel generator, Industries,
Domestic Cooking has polluted least around 9% and less.

Commented [FAF1]: There is no mention of the pie
chart in the description.

Commented [FAF2]: 1.Cohesion (use of connective
devices, is faulty in the sentence)
2. There is no data (what is the number?)
It could be, While India has the largest number of
deaths due to dust and construction, Brazil has the
lowest.
Commented [FAF3]: Waste burning accounts for 17%
The structure is incorrect.

Indian people are more effected almost 4.2 million people were dead due to air pollution then half the
rate of people were dead in China around 2.1 million,the Pakistan and Nigeria people were almost
equally effected about 0.82 and 0.71 respectively. Indonesia people affected was about 0.68 and less
10% Russia people were effected,USA people effected was about 0.52 and least effected country
was Congo and Brazil around 0.48 and 0.46.

Trainer Comments and Score:

Commented [FAF4]: Unclear sentence structure. The
reader will find it difficult to understand what is being
compared.
This will affect TR and CC.
Commented [FAF5]: Affected.
Commented [FAF6]: Wrong word choice. The
progression of the sentence is affected.
Will affect GR and CC.

TR – 5 | Basic information has been conveyed, but data is missing in some places.
CC – 5 | There is very little accurate use of cohesive devices. There is no clear progression between
sentences and within sentences
LR – 6 |
GR – 6 | GR is borderline 6, this could also drop to a 5. Some sentences are unclear and cause
difficulty for the reader.

Overall 5.5 to 6.0

We have been the most awarded training centre offering the best coaching for exams like the GRE,
PTE, OET, and IELTS for almost two decades. With University of Cambridge certified trainers, you
can be assured of the highest levels of training.

Commented [FAF7]: Sentence structure is repetitive.
There is no need to use people.
You could re-write the sentence as follows:
The deaths due to air pollution is Nigeria and Pakistan
were .82 and .71 million respectively. In Indonesia, the
figure was .68 million…

